
DIS 
DRAIN INSPECTION SERVICES

Clear and detailed inspection
services utilising the latest CCTV

systems

Contact Us

+274 426 0641

About DIS

DIS is owned and operated by Southeys
Group.  Southeys provides Hydro Excavation
services for significant civil projects.    

The integration with Southeys ensures DIS has
the support and infrastructure to work with
clients and projects of varying scope and size.

Waimauku, Auckland

+274 426 0641

disoffice@draininspections.co.nz

More information

www.draininspections.co.nz

Coding and Grading
Defect Coding and Grading. Utilization of
standardized defect coding and grading
criteria to classify and rank any identified
issues, typically in accordance with industry
guidelines such as 4th edition and local council
requirements.

Wincom utlized for collecting, analyzing and
reporting inspection data.

www.draininspections.co.nz

Site Safe trained

Confined Space trained

Qualified experienced team, 20+ years

commercial experience

Integrated booking system

GPS tracking

www.draininspections.co.nz



Services

Push and Drive Camera CCTV

Flushing unit

Night rates available

Manholes inspections and reports

CCTV Services

Pipe sizes include 100 to 2000 mm

diameter

0 – 250 meters camera travel relevant to

elevation or decline

Pipe material compatibility include PVC,

concrete, clay pipes, PE and metal

Pan and tilt 

Locates DTI

Push Cameras

Inspection Reporting

www.draininspections.co.nz

Pearpoint Push
cameras

Ipek Drive camera

Pipe sizes include 80 – 150 mm

0 -100 meters camera travel relevant to

elevation or decline

Bending to 90 degrees

Pipe material compatibility include PVC,

concrete, clay pipes, PE and metal

Forward facing

Locates DTI

Price per Month

Drive Cameras

Clear and detailed inspection services using the latest CCTV systems.

Site Information. Details about the location of the drainage system being inspected, including address,
property details, and specific reference points.

CCTV Footage Documentation.  Clear documentation of the CCTV footage obtained during the
inspection, including footage reference numbers, time stamps, and identified sections of interest.

Observations and Findings. Comprehensive description of the observations made during the inspection,
noting any blockages, damage, or other issues within the drainage system.




